
RETAIL (UN) REALITY: Future of Augmented Reality

Augmented Reality is a technology that superimposes a computer-generated
image on a user's view of the real world, thus providing a composite view. It 
adds to the reality you would ordinarily see rather than replacing it. 
                     It combines real and virtual world
                     Its is interactive
                     Displayed in real time, and registered in 3D
                     It blurs the line between what is real ant what is computer gene-
                     rated by enhancing what we SEE, HEAR, SMELL, AND FEEL.
         

The purpose of this investigation is to understand what Augmented Reality is and how it brings functional additions to the existing world; in a way, very di�erent from virtual reality. Furthermore, it explores how AR is used with the help of various consumer devices in the Retail industry. The research 
explores the future of the technology and how it will facilitate the retail channel while bene�tting the overall business market. Multinational companies like IKEA are already making progress in this regard by trying to enhance customer experience. They are by creating ease in the way of shopping 
through development of interactive mobile apps, where one can see the product prior to purchase. This is promising for products that have spatial values or are sold in groups. Although the development is slow, there is incredible promise visible which is ripe for realization; as mentioned in the Ted talk 
by CEO of Meta, Meron Gribetz. While it will be years before AR becomes primary driver for many segments in the retail market, eventually it will turn into an interface that customers will grow to expect. Outcome of this research involves application of this technology in a retail space. 
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It embeds digital information into real-world contexts.
The visible natural world is overlaid with a layer of digital content.
     It works in real time. Partly unmediated
     User is not cut o� from reality
     Only part of your sensorial overall experience is digital
     Simultaneous Sensory Expansion
     Advance tracking devices- use a combo of in & outdoor devices
     Used for various purposes other than just entertainment
     Can be accessed from any smartphones with a GPRS
  

Augmented Reality vs. Virtual Reality
It creates digital contexts that behave in ways that mimic real-world analogues. 
It places the user in another location entirely. 
     Location/envioronment is computer generated or captured by video.
     Cuts the user from the real world, Everything around him is fabricated.
     All of your sensorial experience is digital. Computer transmitted.
     Immersive fantasy world
     Less advanced tracking- indoor movement sensors and camera used        
     works better for video games and social networking
     Only accessible through head mounted displays

Real World Digital World

Physical Reality Augmented Reality Virtual Reality

Google Glass

Gadgets

                     Hand Held 
        (smart phone or tablet)

         
                 Contact Lenses 
           (Virtual Retina Display)

     

Head Mounted Displays (HMD)
     

How it works

   Video Tracking
(through camera)

   3D Processing    3D Rendering
                &
       Animation

   Super-imposed
    image created

The users surrounding envioronment is blocked by a small video camera 
attached to the outside of the goggles to capture images.
On the inside of the display the video image is played in real time and graphics 
are super imposed on the video.

Just as monitors allow us to see text and graphics generated by computers, HMD’s enable us to view graphics and text created by
                                                                                                    augmented reality systems. 
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The Market

AR will be utilized by retail for various aspects  of the Retail Purchase Funnel

The Investors

The Retail Industry

Healthcare

Engineering

Real Estate

Video Games

Live Events

Video Entertainment

Retail

Military

Education

Enterprise and public sector
$16.1b

Consumer
$18.9b

$5.1b

$4.7b

$2.6b

$1.6b
$1.4b

$0.7b
$3.2b

$4.1b

$11.6b

Total
$35b

The ScopeGlobally

The United States
The Largest Market

Latin 
America

Asia
Notable investment to date is by oculus for $2b. Annual investment
in AR & VR companies hit an all-time high, with a record breaking 
$1.1b in 2016. Worldwide revenues are projected to approach $14b
in 2017, & $143b by 2020 according to IDC(the market research �rm)

IKEA was one of the earliest retailers to integrate AR into its product catalogue(2013). It has been using AR 
technology to bridge the gap between the customer’s perceptions and the reality of the products.  When 
shopping at home for new furniture, it is di�cult for customers to visualize how that new couch or co�ee 
table will �t in their space.  AR helps to bridge that divide. 

Other retailers to follow were:
Converse (2010)- The Sampler mobile app
Uniqlo (2012)- Japanese-based retail store in Sanfrancisco- famous for its magic mirror
Tesco (2014)- to display product details
Top Shop (2014)- started speci�cally for runway shows
Lego (2013)
Yihaodian (2013) -China’s largest online grocery store

Major retail companies like Amazon, Ali Baba, Ali Express, & Walgreens are working on it as well as auto-
mobile companies like VRoom.

Product Discovery
     (Awareness)

Consideration
    (Interest)

Learn/Trial

Purchase

Decision

Finding about you, your product or service
for the �rst time.

Interest increse to learn and hear about
your product

Studying about your product.  How does it 
look/�t?

Price comparison, list of features. Does it ful�l 
your need?

Retention of the product.

1. Purchase the catalogue 2. Download the App through 
                  App store

3. Select the piece of furniture 4. Explore the color/ material to match your 
                              surroundings

6. Assembly5. Place your order!

Augmented Reality will provide next generation product virtualization for increased discovery, trial, engagement, personalization and conversion

 

The availability of AR-enabled phones will open up a whole vista of 
new opportunities to reach customers through immersive 
experiences.

In a ted talk, Meron Gribetz, CEO of Meta ( a Silicon Valley company known for making AR products) highlights:
1. Augmented reality allows you to visibly manifest an image that can be seen by other people and hence is 
    more socially uniting
2. AR is a part of a much more important story -- a story of how we can begin to extend our bodies with digital 
    devices
3. We already have small gadgets and apps which project holographic images that look mind-blowingly real
4. With time augmented reality glasses are going to get smaller till they’re just a trip
5. Traditional �le systems are complex and abstract, and they take your brain extra steps to decode them. “We're 
    going against the Neural Path of Least Resistance. Meanwhile, in augmented reality, you can of course place your 
    holographic TED panel over here, and your holographic email on the other side of the desk, and your spatial 
    memory evolved just �ne to go ahead and retrieve them.”
6. Further, Turns out the visual system gets a fundamental boost from a sense we call proprioception -- that's the 
     sense of our body parts in space. So by touching our work directly, we're not only going to control it better, we
    are also going to understand it much more deeply.

 

Pros of the technology Cons of the technology
In the past it wasn’t very successful because of the lack of viable 
mobile platforms left marketeers unimpressed. It makes consumers 
uncomfortable as the line between real and virtual tends to become 
unclear. People tend to lose interest as it is taking too long to develop.
It has privacy issues, not safe from hackers yet.

AR can enhance product previews such as allowing a customer to 
view what's inside a product's packaging without opening it. 
Customers can  see what they would look like in a particular apparel 
item without trying it on.
AR is useful in selecting products from a catalog or through a kiosk. 
Scanned images of products can activate views of additional 
content such as customization options and additional images of the 
product in its use. 
It generates revenue, real estate, personal 
experience, simplifying search- time saver.

Large retail spaces like shopping malls will have stores with virtual products
and virtual �tting rooms where customers can explore di�erent items via 
justa a few clicks. In addition apps for every store will make shopping from 
home easier and a better experience over all. 
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